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A quasi-reversible queue can be associated with certain types of transitions of a Markov chain. It 
is shown that if Markov chains are coupled in a certain way, then to the resulting chain can be 
associated aqueuing network which is itself quasi-reversible and the stationary distribution of the 
chain takes the product form. The product form for mixed networks is derived from the result for 
open networks. 
1 Queuing networtcs quasi-reversibility reversibility product form Markov chains _- 
1. Introduction 
Kelly [l, 21 has recently shown that for a large class of queuing networks in 
equilibrium, the state of the queue at any single node is independent of the state at 
other nodes, and hence the distribution of the state has the product form. Further- 
more, the number of customers of a given type who leave the network from a given 
node form independent Poisson processes whose history is independent of the 
present state of the network. Motivated by this result,, Kelly proposed to call a single 
queue quasi-reversible if, in equilibrium, the customers departing from it have the 
above-mentioned properties. The particular networks which Kelly studied are 
obtained by interconnecting quasi-reversible queues. 
In this paper we show that a network obtained by interconnecting queues, each of 
which is quasi-reversible when considered in isolation, is itself quasi-reversible; 
moreover, in equilibrium, the distribution of the state has the product form. We show 
this in the context of a fairly general model for Markov chains to which queues can be 
naturally associated. Such a model, together with a characterizaticn of quasi- 
reversibility, was introduced earlier [3,4] and is summarized in Section 2. In Section 
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3 w’z propose a way of connectmg two such chains such that the interconnection is
quasi-reversible when its components are. In Section 4 we apply the result to 
queuing networks. In Section 5 we show how the product form obtained for the open 
networks of Section’4 also gives the same result for mixed networks. 
2. A Markov chain model for networks 
The model presented below was introduced in [3,4] where a detailed analysis of Fts 
properties may be found. Let X, I be countable sets. X is the state space, I indexes 
possible state transitions. For each i in I is given a subset Ei of X, a mapping (tar 
transition )Ti: Ei +X, and a Poisson process N’ = (Nf ), t a 0, with intensity A*’ a 0. 
The processes N’ and the initial state X0 are all independent. 
Assume that xi h i 1(x E Ei) is bounded. (l( 9) is the indicator of ( l ).) Then a 
Markov chain (Xl), t 3 0, can be defined in the following manner: 
Let &(x) = 1(X, =x), &(A) = l(XI E A), x E X, A c X. 
&l(x) = 1(X0 = x). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Thus (Xr) has right-continuous piecewise constant sample paths. It starts at X0 and if 
Xl.- = x E Ei and dNf = Nj -NI_ = 1, then Xl z Ti(x). 
We denote this Markov chain by (X,) or iW = {X, I, Ei, N’, A i}. Later it wili be 
,pnvenient o vary the intensities A = {A’} and then we will discriminate among 
different chains by writing M(h). 
([3]). I-%r .I c I define the countitig procesc Y = (Y,), t 2 0 by Yo = 0, 
d Yt = C tl-(Ej) dN{. 
jtd 
Suppo~ (Xt) is in equilibrium, and let P(A) = Ip(X, A) be the stationary distribution. 
Then X,, and FT - a( YS, s s t) are irtdependent if and only i) 
C h’P(Ei)P(x) = c A’P(T;‘x), Px EX. 
jt;J jEJ 
(2.3) 
Moreover, when this holds, Y is Poisson with intensity CjE,A’P( 
We call Y an output of the chain A$ and if J contains only ene element we call Y an 
e!ementary output. 
emark. When (2.3) holds we will say that is quasi-reversible (QR) (with resbpect 
to the output Y). For future reference observe that P satisfies P(A) = E &(A), and 
since E(dN’,) = A’ dt, (2.1) gives 
CA’[P(Tf’xnEi)-P(xn 
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when we remember that &(A)&(B) = &(A nl3). Further, since TT’x e Ei by 
definition of K, we get the “balance equations” that characterize P, 
CA’[P(Tf’x)-P(x nEi)]=O. (2.4) 
It may be worth signalling at this point that we will associate aqueue to a chain M 
by identifying certain outputs of M with processes which count arriving and 
customers. What we have termed output processes, Melamed [7] calls 
3. Interconnection of two Markov chains 
Let M”(U) ={X“, I”, EY, TY, N”i, AUi}, u = d,2 be two independent Markov 
chains, i.e., XA, Xi, Nli, N*’ are all independent. Denote the elementary outputs of 
Mu by Sui, where Sii = 0 and 
Assume 
ds,“’ = 1(X,“_ E E;) dN;‘. 
given for each u a set of outputs Y y’, k E Ku, of the form 
yyk = c sy, 
id; 
where the Ji are subsets of I” with 
Jir&=0 if k#I. (3.1) 
We now construct achain M = {X, I, Ei, r, N’, h i} by coupling M1 and M2 in such 
a way that changes in the outputs of one of the Mu randomly trigger transitions in the 
other. This is made precise as follows: 
Let 0 be a point not in 1’ u I*. Let 
I=I’x1*uI’x{0}u{0}x1*, 
and for each (f j) in I define 
Eii = E: x E?, with Eg =X”, 
r,(x’, x2) = (T! (xl), Tf (x2)), with To” as identity map, 
N” = (Nf), ta0, an independent Poisson process with rate 
A 0 =~‘&+.~*‘C;, AUO=O, (3.2) 
where the cb C; are prespecified nonnegative numbers satisfying the following 
conditions 
c c;l(x*~ E;) = c C;l(x’EE;)El, 
jef *u{O} jcI"v{O} 
U 
Cii = C&v if i, h are in Ji for some k and ct = 0 if iti U Jg, 
k 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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if Y uk is not an elementary output and cz > 0 for i E .I:, 
then cz = 0, for 0 #u. (3.5) 
For the chain IU define for each (i, j) in I the elementary output S” by Sg = 0 and 
dS7 = 1 (Xr- E Eii) dNf. 
For keK’, ZEK* let 
k0 
Y, = c_ sf”, Y;' = c, sy. 
idi id< 
Assume that there exists probability measures P” on Xw such that 
P” is a stationary distribution for MU($), u = 1,2, 
P 
ui == h ui + ~ ui 
= A’li + 1 h “‘P”(E;)c;, i E I”, u, o = 1,2, u # v. 
jizf” 
The proof of the next result is given in the Appendix. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that M”(p”) is QR with respect to Ycck, k E KU. Then 
P(x’, x2) = P1(x’)P2(x2), (x1, X2)C x (3.9) 
is 11 stationary distribution for M. Furthermore M is QR with respect to YkO, Y”‘, 
k&l, fcK*. 
Remark. For i E Jt, ci is the probability that a change in Yuk induces a transition in 
S”‘. The constraints (34, (3.3) and (3.4) mean that all changes in the YUk are 
accounted for. In queuing applications this corresponds to the conservation of flow of 
customers between nodes. Condition (3.5) is essential althougb technical and is 
needed because achain can be QR with respect o an output, without 
respect o the elementary outputs whose sum it is. Pt is easy to give examples for 
which (3.9) does not hold when (3.5) is violated. 
Pt is not necessary that the chains M”(U) have a stationary distribution. The 
existence of a solution to (3.7), (3.8) can often be readily established. We can see that 
for A =CA”+CA*‘, Ip”I=CpUi G A, so that if A is finite, then p’, p* belon 
bounded, hence weakly compact spheres in II. Suppose now that for each p” with 
Ip” 1 s A the chain W(p”) has a unique stationary distribution PU(pu) which varies 
continuously with p”. Then the existence of a solution follows from the usual fixed 
point argument. Note urther that since the transition rates of Mu(#) vary continu- 
ously with p”, therefore the continuity of P”(p”) holds if it is unique. 
4. Network of queues 
Consider independent Markov chains “(A”) = (X”, I”, E;, I’-‘;“, Nui, A ui), u = 
1 9 ’ l l 9 yd. As before! let Sui, i E 1’ denote the elementary outputs of Mu. Let K be an 
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index set. For each k in K we distinguish certain outputs Auk and Duk of Mu such 
that 
A;k __SQk), ~;k = c SF”, 
its.ii 
Thus Ark is elementary. To anticipate the application A”’ and Duk are called 
respectively the arrival and departure process of type k at u. We assume that the 
condition correspondin to (3.1) is satisfied, i.e., for each u, the sets {iu(k)} and {Jy } 
me all disjoint. 
ven nonnegative numbers (routing probabilities) & r:‘, 1 s u, v s n, k, 
1 in K such that r$’ = 0, and for all u, k 
r;“+ i c r;Vl(x%E;“&= 1, X”EXU. (4.1) 
c--l ILK 
We now define the interconnected chain M = (X, I, Ei, Ti, N’, h ‘) as follows. Let 
x=x’x*. .xX”, I = u I” x(I” v(O)), 
u # L’ 
and for each N # v, i E I “, i tz I * define 
EY =(x=(x1,..., xn))d4~E;,xu~E;}, E;‘={xld%EY}, 
T;;“(x* ,..., xn)=(xl ,..., TY(x”)a maTi” ,..., xn), 
T;‘(x* ,. . ./)=(x1,. . . , T:(x”), . . . ,x”), 
and let A$“, NY” be independent Poisson processes with respective rates 
where 
uv = & if for some k, 1 i E Ji and i = i,(l), C ij 
0, otherwise, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
‘40 ci = r;O, if for some k i E Jt. (4.4) 
(Thus changes in the departure processes trigger changes in the arrival processes.) 
Let St”, Sr” denote the elementary outputs of M and define the outputs DE”, for 
16usn, kEK, by 
Suppose now that there exist probability measures P’” on X” such that 
P” is a stationary distribution for Mu(/), u = 1, . . . , n, 
P %Aui+ i c Avipv(E;)c;, id”, u=l,...,tp. 
u=l jczl” 
(4.6) 
(4*V 
The result below is proved in the Appendix. 
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eorem 4.1. Suppose that each M”(p”) is QR with respect to its departure processes 
LYk, k E K. Then 
P(x’, . . . , x”) =pl(xl), d . . , P”(x”) (4.8) 
is a stationary distribution for M. Fscarthermore M is 
processes D to, l~u~n,kEK. 
with respect to the dep~~ure 
emark. M can be interpreted as the chain he network built from the 
component queuing systems M’, . . . , M”. Each serves customers of class k 
and Ark is the number of customers who arrive at ng [Q, t]. Depending 0
specification ofMu customers may or may not change class when in service at U. C%SS 
k customers can arrive at M” whenever its state x” E ErUtk) either from outside the 
network in a Poisson stream with rate AuiUcrc’ or fro inside the network, The 
movement of the latter is determined as follows. If a customer who has just 
completed service at u is of class k (indicated by a change n DFk)$ he either leaves the 
network with probability r&, or he changes into a class f customer and moves to M” 
with probability rir provided M” is in state x0 E E&. The number of customers of 
class k who leave the network from u during [0, t] is LIZ,“, and the theorem asserts 
that M is QR with respect o these departure processes. 
The restriction rz;( = 0 seems to rule out those Jac networks [6] in 
whi(zh acustomer after completing service at node u im ds back to node 
u with a probability r$ > 0. However, such a self-loop can be handled in two ways. 
First one may take the Markov chain representing node u to include the effect of the 
self -loop. Alternatively one may insert a MIM 1 node with service rate p in each 
self-loop and then let p + 00. The product form resu Theorem 4.1, will not be 
affected by this operation. In Kelly [ 1,2], the path tht the network travelled by a 
customer of class k is completely determined by k : there is no probabilistic routing. 
This simply corresponds to the restriction that r$ = 0 
In many cases the rates p”’ given in (4.7) can be obtsi 
simultaneously. Observe first that if i does not corresp 
for all k, then cr = 0 by (4.3), and so (4.7) simplifies to 
ui 
P 
= A ldi, ia(i,(k)lkEK}, u = 1,. . .,n. 
But if i = i,(k), then, hy (4.3), 
puiU(k) = h ui,(k) 
+ i c rr’ c A ‘%‘“(I$). 
(4.6) 
(4.10) 
Wow the last sum is just the average rate of departures of class I from node ZJ. Suppose 
that at each node and for each class the average rate of arrivals e 
rate of departures. (This always holds for ueuing networks but ne 
more general chains considered here.) Then the last sum in (4.10) simply equals 
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viv(tl 
P 9 the average arrival rate of class I at node v and so (4.10) simplifies tc, 
Thus, under the above-mentioned assumption (4.7) is replaced by the simpler (4.9), 
(4.1 l), which do not involve the P”. 
5. ed networks 
consider now an interconnection ofchains as in the preceding section and suppose 
in addition that (4.7) is replaced by (4.9), (4.11). Recall that these equations are used 
to solve for the {p”), the (A “} being given exogenously and corresponding, in the 
network interpretation, to prespecified external arrival rates and service rates. If 
(4.11) gives a unique solution to the (p’}, the network is said to be open, otherwise it 
is called mixed. In particular, if A W” = 0 and rt* = 0, for all u, k the network is 
closed, and in this case (4.11) is homogeneous and the (p”} are at best determined 
uniquely only up to a multiplicative constant. 
Suppose now that the network is mixed. It is then possible, neglecting some trivial 
cases (see [S]), to partition the set of node-class pairs (1, . . . , n) x K into two disjoint 
sets 0 and C such that r$’ = 0, rg = 0 if (u, k) E 0, (v, ,) E C, and h %(” = 0, rt” = 0, 
(u, k) E C. Then (4.11) splits as follows. 
P 
ur,w = A wk’ + C r;;pviv(“, (u, k) E 0, 
(V.l)Eci 
(5.1) 
P 
ui,(k 1 
=Crlkp 9 
vu ui,m (u, k)E C. (5.2) 
Assume that (5.1) gives a unique solution denoted @Uiu’k’} (which depends upon the 
{A “)), and that (5.2) gives a positive solution denoted puiu(k) which is unique up to a 
multiplicative constant. Suppose that for u = 1, . . . , n, P” is a stationary distribution 
for the component chain MU(p’U j, and suppose it is QR with respect o its departure 
processes Duk, kEjy.Then,byTheorem4.1,P(x’,...,x”)=P’(x1)*.~P”(x”)isa 
stationary distribution for the interconnected chain, or the mixed network, M. 
However, the mixed network has many stationary distributions and p is usually the 
least interesting one of them. To see this interpret the sets C, 0 as follows: if a 
customer of class k enters node u, then he is “trapped” in the network if (u, k) E C, 
whereas if (u, k)c 0, then he will eventually leave the network. Thus the stationary 
distribution of the mixed network depends in particular on the number of type of 
trapped L:usfomers. 
Let 2 be a subset of X and suppose that there is a unique stationary probability 
measure on =x)=&x), XE 
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We will show that P is just the restriction of p to 2 To see this we first ‘open’ the 
mixed network. Fix 0 < e < 1, and consider the component chains A.#“$“), where 
A “ui = A ui if i& {&,(k) 1 k E K}, and 
A 
‘ui,tk) = A 
z&(k) 
9 (UN-, (5.3 
A ‘ui,(k) -ui (k) =&p *u ) (u, k)E C. 
Now interconnect these chains using the routin,: probabilities ?;I, where 
e”;; = r;;cu, (v, 0~ 0, (u, kk 0, (5.5) 
zg = (1 - &)$, (v, L)EC, (u, k)d’. (5.6) 
We now apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain a stationary distribution for the interconnected 
chain M(E). We first solve for the rates (p’“), 
-G,(k) = ‘G,(k) = 
P h G hkP 9 
rt’u -ui,(l) 
(u, k)c C. 
(O,l)EC 
Substitution of (5.3)-(5.6) into (S.l), (5.2) shows that p’ui=$‘i. Hence 
P(x’ , . . . , x”) = P(x’) , . . . , P”(x”) is again a stationary distribution for the chain 
M(E), i.e., p satisfies the balance quations (2.4) for the chain M(E) which we may 
write as 
c i:[P(T;‘x)-P( xnEi)]=O, XEX. (5.7) 
Observe that in (5.7) the term in [ ] does not depend on E. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose F(R) > 0. Then B is just the restriction of p to lk i.e., 
Proof. From (5.3), (5.4) it is easy to see that the rates (A ‘) in (5.7) are continuous in e 
and, so P satisfies the balance quations for the mixed network which is obtained by 
setting E = 0, 
CA~~[F(T~‘:C)-F(X nEi)]=O, x E-X- (5.8) 
By assumption If is the unique solution to the balance equatiDrrs 
Ci@(Tf’x)-&xnEl)]=O, x&, 
c &)=l. 
XEYZ 
From (5.8) it follows that the restriction of ,? to 2 is an invariant measure for the 
mixed network and so the result follows from the uniqueness of p. 
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Remrrrk. From Theorem 4.1 it follows also that the mixed network is QR with 
respect o the departure processes Dku’, (u, k) E 0. 
ssf of (2.3) and (3.8) the hypothesis may be expressed as 
(,“i,cL”‘)~“((~~)-i~“) = 
f;: 
=~(n”‘+$‘i)PU(E:‘)PU(~u), x%XU, kd?. (AU 
Consider k in K”. If Yg is elementary, then JE is a singleton, and so (Al) implies 
5 c:A lJiPu(( TY)-‘x”) = 5 c~A”iPu(E~)P”(~L’), all jt (AZ!) 
where, if Yi is not elementary, then c$? = 0 by (3.5), and once again (A2) holds. 
From (2.4) P” satisfies 
fd (Aui +&[P”((Ty) -‘xl’)- P”(xu n Ey)] = 0. (A3) 
Also from (2.4), P is an equilibrium distribution for M if 
CA”[P(Tii’x)-P(x nEij)]=O. 
I 
In particular, the P given by (3-9) is an equilibrium distribution if 
C C (AliC:j+A2jCi) 
lc.51’ jell 
x[P1((T:)-‘x’)P2((~;)-‘x2)-P’(x’nE~)P2(~2nE;)] 
+ C c Auic~~[Pu((Tu)-lx”)- P”(xu n E~)]P”(x”) = 0. 
u*v IU 
Now by (3.3), 
cf;,=1-~c;1(~“~E;), 
I” 
and so 
CHAP” = P”(x”)-C ciP”(x’ n EY). 
I” 
Substituting this into (84) gives the equivalent condition 
(A4) 
c xA”‘[P”((T;) -‘x”) - P”(xu n EY)]P”(x”) 
uzv IU 
+ C c c A”‘c~P”((T~)-‘x”)[P”((T~)-‘xv)- P”(J~’ n EY)] = 0. (AS) 
ufv ieP jEf” 
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Because of (3.1) and (3.4), (A2) allows us to replace in the second sum above the 
expression P”(( Tr)-‘x”) by P”(EY)P”(x”). After we do this and rearrange terms, 
we can rewrite (A5) as 
A ui +C A “‘c;P”(E;) [P”((T;)-‘x”) - P”(xu n E;)]P’(x’) = 0, 
IV I 
and since this condition is implied by (A3) it follows that ‘(x’)P’(x”) is an 
equilibrium distribution as asserted. 
Next, using (2.3) and (3.6), M is QR with respect o yko if 
C 
iEJ: 
A ‘“P(Eio)P(x) = C _A i”P( T~Ix). 
iEJ: 
By (3.9) (3.2) can rewritten as 
~“~~~P’(E!)P’(~‘)P*(x*) = x, A “c;~P’((T~ )-‘x’)P*(x*) 
id: iEJ& 
which is immediate from (A2). In a similar way it can be shown that M is QR with 
respect o YO’. The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is obtained by induction on n. Consider the chain 
@ obtained by interconnecting the chains M”&“), u = 1, . . . , n - 1 with routing 
probabilities Ptp, Ft.’ where 
and 
A ‘ui=Aui+ 1 A"'P"(E~)c~", lSusn--1, ill”, 
jeP 
Using the restrictions implied by (4.3) and the assumption that the sets {i,(k)} and 
[JY} are disjoint it is easy to check that the 1” satisfy 
P 
ui = pi + “il C pipU(E;)C., iEI”, u=l,...,n-1. 
v=l jer” 
By the induction hypothc;is 
P(x’, , . , , P) = P’(d), . . . , Pn-l(Xn-l) I 
is a stationary distribution for the chain fi and I@ is QR with respect o its departure 
processes l i’, 1 s II s n ‘- 1, k E K which we defined in the natural way. 
Now the chain M is obtained in a straightforward way by interconnecting the two 
chains A? and M”(A “). The chains @ and M” (p”) are QR with respect to the 
relevant outputs and so it follows by Theorem 3.1 that 
P(xl, e . . , x”) = P(x’, . . 0 9 x”-‘)P”(x”) 
is a stationary distribution for M and M is QR with respect o the 0:“. 
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